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canon g9x manual

You may download and use the Content solely for your personal, noncommercial use and at your own
risks. Canon shall not be held liable for any damages whatsoever in connection with the Content,
including, without limitation, indirect, consequential, exemplary or incidental damages. You shall
also not and shall not let others reproduce, modify, reformat or create derivative works from the
Content, in whole or in part. This page requires Javascript. Modify your browsers settings to allow
Javascript to execute. See your browsers documentation for specific instructions. To install your
download click on the name of the downloaded file.Using the Movie editing function, sections of the
movie can be deleted.Click on the specific topic below to get detail information. Recommended
Software File Name Date File Size Optional Software File Name Date File Size Recommended
Manuals File Name Date File Size Optional Manuals File Name Date File Size The Product
purchased with this limited warranty is the only PowerShot Digital Camera to which this limited
warranty applies. Warranty exchange or replacement does not extend the original warranty period
of the Product.The sole warranty, if any, with the respect to such nonCanon brand items is given by
the manufacturer or producer thereof. This limited warranty covers all defects encountered in
normal use of the Products, and does not apply in the following cases A Canon Customer Care
representative will attempt to diagnose the nature of the problem and correct it over the telephone.
If the problem cannot be corrected over the telephone, you will be asked to follow the applicable
procedures for MAILIN SERVICE. Note that a dated proof of purchase is required at the time of
service. MAILIN SERVICE is a program under which your Product is repaired by a Canon U.S.A. or a
Canon Canada authorized service center for the Product. You will be given the name, address and
phone number of an authorized service
center.http://www.artchivium.com/public/immaginieventi/hydrafeed-multifeed-manual.xml

canon g9x manual, canon g9x manual download, canon g9x manual pdf, canon g9x
manual focus, canon g9x, canon g9x ii manual, canon g9x mark ii manual pdf, canon
g9x mark ii user manual, canon g9x instructions, 1.0, canon g9x manual, canon g9x
manual download, canon g9x manual pdf, canon g9x manual focus, canon g9x, canon
g9x ii manual, canon g9x mark ii manual pdf, canon g9x mark ii user manual, canon
g9x instructions.

It is your responsibility to properly package and send the defective Product, together with a copy of
your dated proof of purchase, a complete explanation of the problem and a return address to the
authorized service center at your expense. Do not include any other items with the defective
Product. The Product covered by this limited warranty and proven to be defective upon inspection
will be repaired and returned to you without charge by the authorized service center. Any Product
received by the authorized service center that is not covered by the limited warranty will be
returned unrepaired, or at the discretion of the authorized service center, you may receive a written
estimate of repair at such cost as the service center may establish from time to time.Scroll down to
easily select items to add to your shopping cart for a faster, easier checkout. Visit the Canon Online
Store Plugs into standard wall outlet and works with Canon Interface Cable IFC600PCU or with a
standard MicroUSB to USB cable. Effectively doubles the flash range of the camera. Comes with
mounting bracket. With a CarePAK PLUS, a damaged product will be repaired to good working
condition or replaced with an equivalent product.With a CarePAK PLUS, a damaged product will be
repaired to good working condition or replaced with an equivalent product. This page requires
Javascript. Modify your browsers settings to allow Javascript to execute. See your browsers
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documentation for specific instructions. To install your download click on the name of the
downloaded file.ISO Speed in P mode is ISO 12800 When in P modeRecommended Software File
Name Date File Size Optional Software File Name Date File Size Recommended Manuals File Name
Date File Size Optional Manuals File Name Date File Size The Product purchased with this limited
warranty is the only PowerShot Digital Camera to which this limited warranty applies. Warranty
exchange or replacement does not extend the original warranty period of the
Product.http://fabcons.com/public_html/userfiles/hydra-matic-manual.xml

The sole warranty, if any, with the respect to such nonCanon brand items is given by the
manufacturer or producer thereof. This limited warranty covers all defects encountered in normal
use of the Products, and does not apply in the following cases A Canon Customer Care
representative will attempt to diagnose the nature of the problem and correct it over the telephone.
If the problem cannot be corrected over the telephone, you will be asked to follow the applicable
procedures for MAILIN SERVICE. Note that a dated proof of purchase is required at the time of
service. MAILIN SERVICE is a program under which your Product is repaired by a Canon U.S.A. or a
Canon Canada authorized service center for the Product. You will be given the name, address and
phone number of an authorized service center. It is your responsibility to properly package and send
the defective Product, together with a copy of your dated proof of purchase, a complete explanation
of the problem and a return address to the authorized service center at your expense. Do not include
any other items with the defective Product. The Product covered by this limited warranty and proven
to be defective upon inspection will be repaired and returned to you without charge by the
authorized service center. Any Product received by the authorized service center that is not covered
by the limited warranty will be returned unrepaired, or at the discretion of the authorized service
center, you may receive a written estimate of repair at such cost as the service center may establish
from time to time.Scroll down to easily select items to add to your shopping cart for a faster, easier
checkout. Visit the Canon Online Store Plugs into standard wall outlet and works with Canon
Interface Cable IFC600PCU or with a standard MicroUSB to USB cable. Effectively doubles the flash
range of the camera. Comes with mounting bracket.

With a CarePAK PLUS, a damaged product will be repaired to good working condition or replaced
with an equivalent product.With a CarePAK PLUS, a damaged product will be repaired to good
working condition or replaced with an equivalent product.With a CarePAK PLUS, a damaged product
will be repaired to good working condition or replaced with an equivalent product.With a CarePAK
PLUS, a damaged product will be repaired to good working condition or replaced with an equivalent
product.With a CarePAK PLUS, a damaged product will be repaired to good working condition or
replaced with an equivalent product.With a CarePAK PLUS, a damaged product will be repaired to
good working condition or replaced with an equivalent product. Please note that Canon Inc., its
subsidiaries buttons and dials on which they appear or which they resemble.Basic Guide This may
damage your eyesight. Even if the camera does not feel hot, this may cause lowtemperature This
could result in injury. Advanced Guide Touching Basic Guide Camera Basics Touch the screen briefly
with your finger.Be sure to Prepare for shooting as follows. Basic Guide charge the battery pack
initially, because the camera is not sold with the battery pack charged. Change the display language
as needed. Basic Guide Access the menu screen. Enter Playback mode.Basic Guide Follow these
instructions to turn the camera on, shoot still images or Press the shutter button lightly, halfway
down. The camera beeps twice after movies, and then view them. After shooting images or movies,
you can view them on the screen as Press the movie button. The camera Basic Guide
follows.Advanced Guide To adjust the volume, quickly drag up or down across the screen during
playback. Advanced Guide To turn the camera off, press the power Camera Basics button
again.Configure a variety of camera functions through the menu screen as Basic Guide follows.
Advanced Guide Access the menu screen. Confirm your choice and exit.
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Advanced Guide The current time appears. If you hold the camera vertically while using the clock
function, it will switch to Camera Basics vertical display. The camera records both a still image
Recording will stop automatically when and movie clip. If Optimal image stabilization for the
shooting conditions Intelligent IS is the icon for one of the following scenes in table’s left column is
displayed automatically applied, and the following icons are displayed. Advanced Guide Still Images
Movies. Still Images Movies Basic Guide With the selftimer, you can include yourself in group photos
or other timed shots. You can register information face info, names, and birthdays for up to 12 Basic
Guide people to use with Face ID. Access the setting screen.However, names recorded in previously
shot images will not be Changing the Aspect Ratio erased.Advanced Guide Still Images Movies. To
cancel this feature, their eyes. Basic Guide Still Images Movies Shooting in Vivid Colors Super Vivid
Three consecutive images are captured at different brightness levels Advanced Guide each time you
shoot, and the camera combines image areas with optimal Still Images. Two consecutive images are
captured with settings optimized for This effect makes images resemble shots from a toy camera by
vignetting Advanced Guide background defocus. The flash fires as the camera takes the first shot.
Basic Guide Shooting Starry Skies Star The second and third shots are now taken, without firing the
flash. Advanced Guide Have the person stay still until the Shooting People against Starry Skies Star
Portrait Shooting Movies of Star Movement Star TimeLapse Movie Before Use Press the shutter
button all the way down Still Images Movies to shoot a single still image.Basic Guide Interval
between Shots Playback Time. Automatically adjust the focus to suit starry skies. Choose a shooting
mode. Choose a shooting mode.Advanced Guide Still Images Movies.

Counteract severe camera shake, such as when recording while moving. However, under low light,
movies may look dark. Advanced Guide Access the setting screen. Set the white balance under the
same light source that will illuminate your shot. These settings may not produce the expected Basic
Guide Shooting CloseUps Macro results with some skin tones. Basic Guide When focusing is not
possible in AF mode, use manual focus. However, their names will Basic Guide You can shoot after
choosing a specific person’s face to focus on. Basic Guide Processed in the camera for optimal image
quality Changing Image Quality and compressed to reduce file size. However, the Advanced Guide
compression process is irreversible, and images Still Images Movies. Advanced Guide Follow these
steps before shooting to set your preferred shutter speed For details on available aperture values,
see “Camera”. Still Images Movies Advanced Guide Set your preferred shutter speed, aperture
value, exposure, and ISO Specify the flash mode. Reassign control ring functions as follows. Using
the control ring is an Shooting Mode enjoyable way to control the camera as you would a fully
manual camera. You can also customize what information is displayed. Basic Guide Display
Information”. Basic Guide The display of Quick Set menu items can be customized.Basic Guide Save
commonly used shooting modes and your configured function settings for reuse. Drag items to
change the display order.Advanced Guide Enter Playback mode. Your last shot is
displayed.TouchScreen Operations Before Use Dragging images left or right will display You can
also jump to the previous or next only images in the group.Magnifying Images You can magnify
images up to about 10x Advanced Guide by repeating this action. Still Images Movies To move the
display position, drag across Camera Basics the screen. Still Images Movies Basic Guide You can
choose and erase unneeded images one by one.

Be careful when erasing images, because they cannot be recovered. Camera Basics Choose an image
to erase. Basic Guide erasing images, because they cannot be recovered. Following the procedure in
“Choosing a Selection Method”. Basic Guide Change the orientation of images and save them as
follows.A confirmation message is displayed. You can quickly and easily activate functions that you
have assigned to four touch gestures Touch Actions, in singleimage display. Advanced Guide Using
Touch Actions Functions Camera Basics. Basic Guide patterns to them as desired. Erase Erase an
image. Protect Protect an image or cancel protection. Access the setting screen. Advanced Guide
Rotate Rotate an image. The saved image is now displayed.Redeye detected by the camera is now



Basic Guide corrected, and frames are displayed Save as a new image and review. Basic Guide You
can remove unneeded portions from the beginning and end of movies.Still Images Movies Themes
available in step 3 will vary Basic Guide depending on image shooting date and You can choose
themes such as a date or person’s name to create an Face ID information. Basic Guide Create your
own albums by choosing desired images.Combine short clips to create a longer movie. Note that
movies created this way are not included in Story Highlights Advanced Guide Play the movie. Unsent
images on the camera services can also be sent to a computer or Web service via CANON iMAGE
GATEWAY.For details on this application Follow the instructions in the following section for
NFCinitiated connection supported smartphones and included functions, refer to the Canon to a
camera that is off or in Shooting mode. Send an image. Before Use Make sure the camera is off or in
Drag images left or right to choose an Shooting mode. Touch the NMark on the smartphone with
Camera Connect installed against Image transfer will begin. Touch the name of the smartphone.

After a connection is established with Basic Guide the smartphone, the smartphone name is
displayed on the camera. This screen Advanced Guide will close in about one minute. Import images.
For further details, check the websites for each Web service you want to register. WiFi Functions
Log in to CANON iMAGE GATEWAY and. Download and install the Canon Online Photo Album app
for. GATEWAY server. WiFi Functions. A list of cameras linked to CANON Playback Mode iMAGE
GATEWAY is displayed. Choose the camera from which images are to be WiFi Functions sent. Basic
Guide use your smartphone to view and download images sent via Image Sync. You can do the
following with the dedicated smartphone app Camera Choose a shooting mode. However, some
Quick Set and MENU Edit or erase WiFi settings as follows.Resetting the WiFi settings will also
clear all Web service settings. Be Advanced Guide sure that you want to reset all WiFi settings
before using this option. Customize commonly used functions as desired, for greater convenience.
Advanced Guide DateBased Image Storage Camera Basics Instead of saving images in folders
created each month, you can have the. Change the display language as needed.Other certification
logos are printed in this guide, on the camera packaging, or on the camera body. A genuine Canon
accessory is also available Interface Cable IFC600PCU. Use a commercially available cable no longer
than 2.5 m 8.2 ft.. Please Power Supplies note that any repairs your Canon product may require as a
result of such Camera Basics malfunction are not covered under warranty and will incur a fee. Never
use an electrical transformer Playback Mode retailer. Before Use 2 Lower the cover 1 and hold it
down as Still Images Movies you slide the switch, until it clicks into the Basic Guide closed position
2. Powering the camera with AC Adapter Kit ACKDC110 sold separately eliminates the need to
monitor the remaining battery level.

Inserting and Charging the Battery Pack Before Use CADC30 Flip out the plug 1 and plug the
compact power adapter into a power Charge the battery pack by using the supplied battery pack
with an Basic Guide outlet 2. For detailed Advanced Guide system requirements and compatibility
information, including support in Turn the camera on to access new operating systems, visit the
Canon website.Also refer to your printer user manual.Printing Movie Scenes Borderless Borderless,
edgetoedge printing. Advanced Guide Nup Choose how many images to print per sheet. Before Use
Choose an image after dragging left or Still Images Movies right to browse.Basic Guide If the items
below do not solve your problem, contact a Canon Customer Support Help Desk. Advanced Guide
Power Camera Basics Nothing happens when the power button is pressed. Camera Basics Gray
icons, such as, indicate that the function is unavailable in that. Learn more opens in a new window
or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount is
subject to change until you make payment. If you reside in an EU member state besides UK, import
VAT on this purchase is not recoverable. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Programme terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab Estimated delivery dates opens in a
new window or tab include sellers dispatch time, and will depend on postal service selected.



Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Learn More opens in a new window or tab
Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More
opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab See the sellers listing for
full details. Youre covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee if you receive an item that is not as
described in the listing.

Find out more about your rights as a buyer opens in a new window or tab and exceptions opens in a
new window or tab. Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab and request a postage method
to your location. Please enter a valid postcode. Please enter a number less than or equal to 9. We
may receive commission if your application for credit is successful. Terms and conditions apply.
Subject to credit approval. This manual is free online but I prefer to have the hard copy as I know I
will use it. Would definitely recommend! We may receive commission if your application for credit is
successful. All Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured
powered by Verisign. Please choose a different delivery location.Our payment security system
encrypts your information during transmission. We don’t share your credit card details with
thirdparty sellers, and we don’t sell your information to others. Please try again.Please try
again.Show details. Sold by Hunts Photo and Video and ships from Amazon Fulfillment.In order to
navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or
previous heading. Register a free business account Please try your search again later.It also powers
enhanced tracking and detection capabilities to help lock onto your subject throughout the
action.Style Camera only Style Camera only To calculate the overall star rating and percentage
breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Please try again later. I was looking for a small camera to take along with me when
I did not want to lug around a DSLR camera and lenses. After much research, I settled on the
PowerShot G9 X Mark II and so far, I am very pleased with the results.

The premium compact cameras give the user the option to manually control settings shutter speed,
aperture, ISO, while also offering the traditional “Auto” point and shoot mode, as well as other
creative settings typically found on a point and shoot. These cameras also feature a 1” CMOS sensor,
which produces better images than a typical cell phone camera. Updates to the Mark II version
include the Digic VII image processor, which means faster processing and continuous shooting times
for JPEG and RAW photos a maximum continuous shooting speed of 8.2 fps in RAW shooting mode.
The Mark II also features dual sensing image stabilization, a quicker autofocus feature and improved
subject tracking, auto shooting mode, and a slight improvement in battery life. The Mark II also is
Bluetooth compatible, a new feature the camera also has WiFi and NFC capabilities. Transferring
photos from the camera to your phone is easy with the Canon Camera Connect app. I have used the
camera for a few weeks and I like it. The camera is small it can literally fit in my front pocket and the
large 3” touchscreen is relatively intuitive the camera has a limited amount of buttons. The user can
control mostly everything via the touchscreen, and I have found that visibility of the screen is still
very good for daylight shooting. The lens range itself is limited, but what you lose in zoom you make
up for in quality photos and compactness. The focal length in the lens of the Canon G9X II is
28mm84mm, with a 3X optical zoom and a 12x digital zoo, which will produce grainy photos. The
zoom on this camera will not give you close ups of the moon. The lens barrel also has a ring, which
can be used to control a variety of settings. There is no viewfinder. Overall, I am very pleased with
this camera. The only negative at this point has been battery life, but the battery life I have
experienced may have been comprised since I have been setting up the camera and using its various
features.

Still, it probably makes sense to buy and carry a spare battery if you are going to be out all day
shooting. Highly recommended!Honestly if you want the highest image quality in the smallest profile



possible, this camera is it. Is it worth upgrading from the original though. I guess it depends on
whats important to you. If you feel that you would use the in camera raw processing and more in
depth adjustments for picture styles then its worth considering. While its JPEGS are slightly sharper
due to the newer processor, overall image quality is about the same. The photos look great with
excellent color reproduction and the auto white balance has improved a bit over its predecessor.
Video quality is also very good. The overall layout of the camera is essentially the same at its
predecessor. You only get one control dial and have to rely on the touch screen for the rest of setting
adjustments. But as with other cameras, the touch screen works great so this might not be as big of
a deal as it seems. Ergonomics are pretty good for such a small camera. With a nice textured surface
up front for a more secure grip. Autofocus performance has improved over the original G9X, mainly
in the form of being less sluggish and more accurate in low light conditions. Movie AF has improved
a bit too with less back and forth motion while focusing over the original. Battery life has also
improved like it did on the G7X Mark II. Although if youre taking this out for a long day of shooting,
you still might pack an extra one. Enthusiast compacts in general dont have the greatest battery life.
Overall, this is a likeable little camera that does photos and videos very well and is slim enough to fit
in most pockets. Some may find the lens too restrictive as far as focal length is concerned but thats
one of the tradeoffs you have to make when you stuff a larger sensor in a small camera body. If you
have the original G9X, this is not the nobrainer upgrade.

But if youre a new buyer to this series, its worthwhile to spend the extra money to get the Mark II
for the extra features and slight bump in overall performance it provides.The competiton includes
the Canon Gx7 and various Sony, Nikon and Lumix models. This camera by spec Is a lesser model to
these competitors all have 1 inch sensors which I wanted for superior low light shots, but they also
cost 150 to 400 dollars more. If you are an a amature enthusiast like me and probably do not need
great manual flexibility although this model has some flexibility, and want a very good P and S to use
instead of you cell phone, I would highly recommend this model.No camera is perfect. Its just the
matter of where you are willing to make compromise. In term of light traveling camera, this is as
good as you can get. The camera is truly pocketable, decent focal range, grate image quality. Wifi is
a big bonus since I travel without a laptop and can transfer photos over to my iPhone to edit and
post on social media during the trip. I have used Sony RX100 v1v3, Canon S90S120, and G9 X mark1
in my traveling and so far this G9 X Mk2 is my favorite.The screen has now failed entirely, so one
cannot see, or revue one,s ictures.The rest of it still works. Below is my original revue a year ago
This camera is a definite step up from the basic models. Quite a choice of usage options. The big
letdown is the lack of a good zoom. Just a couple more magnifications would have made all the
difference, but sadly this is lacking. The zoom is the same as the cheapest model it seems. Maybe
the manufacturer felt that the higher priced models would entice the public,with their better zoom
characteristics.Canon can do this with a better lens and double the zoom.Sorry, we failed to record
your vote. Please try again I wanted something that could fit in my purse and that would save my
phone battery life.

Pros way more beautiful pictures than with a cellphone of course compact and easy to carry around
nice design good battery life I could wait until the evening to charge it during my vacations, no need
to charge it during the day amazing low light performance with a tripod cons can be a little bit tricky
to understand how to use the features for a novice like me I spent several hours on youtube and
tutorials connecting it to your phone is not really user friendly no viewfinder it may be an issue for
some peopleSorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Photos taken in lowlight with no
flash turn out flawless.Stabilization is second to none.all in all the perfect camera for high quality
photos and HD videos without the bulk.Honestly do not have a bad thing to say about this camera.
You wont regret spending the money on it.Well worth every penny!Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again I bought because i have had canon cameras in the past.I plan to use this for a
backpacking vacation, may update later with photos!Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try



again Roots D1 case goes well with it.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again It does
time lapse and slow motion video. It has great quality video 1080 at 60fps. Its small, easy to carry
and travel with. Its metal build quality. Overall its a great camera, easy to use and good pics at
nightSorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again A bit more customer friendly instructions
would be welcome. Not all photographers have built computers or grown up with 5G networks,
etc.;Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please
try again But nonetheless its still a great camera.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try
again I gave it to my son for a trip to India and his pictures are all looking great! at least on
facebook.

He researched it quite a bit and requested this camera for his birthday as he said its the best for a
small camera.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Discreta, nao chama a atencao
como o celular ou maquinas maiores. Cabe numa bolsa feminina ou bolso de casacos. De facil
manuseio. Tem opcao para ajuste manual e substitui satisfatoriamente uma DSLR.Sorry, we failed to
record your vote. Please try again This is better than my DSLR for night timeshoot. Also, no issues
with day time shooting either.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Easy to use.
Really like the fact that its a small camera and easily fits in my purse.Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again The touch screen is
impressive.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again In order to navigate out of this
carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Canon
PowerShot G9 X Mark II equipped with a 20.2MP 1.0type BSI CMOS sensor and DIGIC 7 Image
Processor delivers clean, highresolution images and outstanding lowlight performance up to ISO
12800. The highquality 3x 2884mm optical zoom lens is great for portraits and landscapes. The
Sensing Image Stabilization offers 3.5stop correction to ensure crisp, steady stills and videos even
handheld or in difficult lighting conditions. Leave a Comment Cancel reply Save my name, email,
and website in this browser for the next time I comment. In fact I’ve witnessed a demo G7X at the
same showroom where the touch operation has completely failed even with the function set to “on”,
only to be operative as usual thanks to the RHS rear control set. Showroom staff has been informed
of the matter; Live histo display during EV shift is only possible by adjusting via the frontal lens ring.


